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Dnd elf names for girls

Picking out a dog's name is just as important as picking out a child's name. After you have gotten to know your puppy a little, you should be ready to choose a name that will stick. Some names fit some pets and owners perfectly, while some are definitely more suitable for some dogs than others. Keep them short - experts recommend one or two syllables -
and keep them unique! Any dog will tell you that she runs the show, so why not give her a name that reflects that? The princess may be a little spoiled, Queenie is the boss, and the Duchess, countess, and Lady is only slightly better than other pets. If titles are a little obvious, there are some great names that reflect the dog's high-born personality. Victoria (or
Vicky, if she has a mischievous side), Diana (how cute is Lady Di as a dog name?), Isabella, Eugenie, or Guinevere certainly call royalty to mind. But if your girl has you completely in her power, it's always the world's most recognized queen, Cleopatra - Cleo or Patty for short! ceresleloup / Getty Images Some dog chicks are too sophisticated for
shenanigans. These superior chiennes deserve sophisticated names. Few names are as sophisticated as Coco, after the elegant Chanel itself - sophisticated, but also just the slightest bit cute. Any French name sounds very sophisticated - consider Brigitte, Vivienne, Charmaine, Nanette, or Celeste. If you'd rather stick to the English language for your little
lady, consider Lola, Gwyneth, the ultra-modern Jensen, or almost too obviously Fancy. ruthrose / Getty Images For the literary-minded, classic novels offer many extraordinary women and girls to name the girl puppy after. Les Miserables gives Cosette and Eponine, while Shakespeare offers us too many to count, including Portia and Juliet. From the world of
imagination, consider Hermione or Arwen. Children's literature gives Ramona, Matilda and Madeline. And don't forget the cute tomboy Scout from To Kill a Mockingbird - she's lively enough for even the most energetic of puppies! Liliboas /Getty Images Heroines and goddesses from previous years still speak to our consciousness today and provide unique
but recognizable names for furry friends. Goddesses such as Athena, Aphrodite or Hecate are a worthy choice, as are mythological figures such as Thalia, Calypso and Calixta. Then there are the creatures - consider Pooka, Kelpie, or Silkie. And anyone who was ever a 12 year old girl will swear over the name Pegasus, and you can call the puppy Peggy for
short! photovideostock / Getty Images Not all dogs are interested in being fancy or cuddling. Someone's there to take care of business, and you shouldn't get in the way. These tough girls fight crime, guard property, or just scare people away by looking so violent. They deserve a name that reflects their non-mess-with-me-or-my-human attitude. Think Kali,
after the Hindu goddess coming Everyone who messes with their kids. Or Xena, the warrior princess. Other strong names for your strong girl include Nyx (goddess of the night), Zandra (Greek for defender), Isis (the Egyptian mother goddess), Sheba (a kingdom known for its mighty women), Sabra (an Israeli warrior, or superhero from the comic), Cynane
(pronounced KEH-nane, skilled warrior and half-sister of Alexander the Great), Zenobia (warrior queen of Syria), or katana-wielding survivor of the zombie apocalypse, Michonne. walik / Getty Images As with human girls, the plant kingdom can give many unique and beautiful names that fit the dog's personality. Some unusual include Leilani, Poppy,
Buttercup and Petunia. Some flower names lend themselves to cute or clever nicknames, such as Jazzy for Jasmine, Maggie for Magnolia or Dandy for Dandelion. Other beautiful names of your puppy may include Betony, Calla or Holly. maiteali / Getty Images It may seem counterintuitive, but some of the best names for both humans and animals come
from food. When your puppy is so cute that you can just eat her up, she can be a peach, pumpkin, candy or cookie. If she has some sass, try Ginger, Pepper or Huckleberry. If you just want to be unique and fun, consider outstanding food names like Noodle, Dumpling or Shakespeare-derived eggs. manonallard / Getty Images Puppies are adorable, and they
do not outgrowth that. Your cute little girl may need a name that reflects how absolutely cute she is and will always be. Some precious names of your puppy may include Maisie, Mitzi and Sadie. Siblings can be Pixie and Trixie or Dolly and Lolly. Other completely adorable and unique names to consider for your puppy are Elf, Gizmo and Buttons. Don't worry,
all of these will still be good names when she grows up! GCShutter / Getty Images Your new dog can carry one of these spiritual names throughout life as a sign of respect for the origin of the name, or as a statement of what is important to you. Kami refers to a Shinto god or goddess, Shakti is a Hindu name that means powerful, and Abbey is a Christian
place of worship. The name Aliyah is both Arabic and Hebrew and means exalted. Chava is the Hebrew name of Eva, the first woman, and Shiloh is a Hebrew word meaning peace. Durga is a Hindu goddess, and Bodhi is an enlightened Buddhist teacher. The beautiful name Amala means both hope and loved in several traditions. Grace refers to a gift from
God in Christianity, Judaism and Islam, and an angel brings a message from God, so if you are grateful for what powers are in the universe to send your fur-daughter, they can be a great fit! Studio4pic/Getty Images Just like human names, pet names go through trends, and what's popular in one time period can fall out of favor in the next. But they always
come back! 21st-century headlines create many names that can be perfect for your female puppy. World leaders in the news can offer Angela, Kamala, Dilma or Rania, respectively chancellor, senator, president and queen. Entertainers offer amazing names for your pet; Pink, Sofia or Katie are ideal names for beloved dogs as well as beloved stars. Even the
business community can provide some ideas, and CEOs like Ginny, Joey and Phebe would be honored to know that you named your pet after them! damircudic /Getty Images Naming your child is never an easy decision, unless you have the duty or desire to choose a family inheritance. A lot of thought should go into choosing a name. After all, your child will
ideally use it for the rest of his life; Unless she feels that you have chosen badly and choose to change it. Yes, the name that you spent hours thoughtfully brainstorming and arguing with your spouse over. You can try to avoid this by choosing from today's 10 most popular girl names. If your daughter hates it, she's in good company. Ad Content Mia Chloe
Madison Abigail Emily Ava Olivia Emma Sophia Isabella Slavic origins, as Milka, Milena or Milenka, the popular girl's name Mia means dear or dear girl. This sweet feeling may be one reason why Mia is a top 10 girl's name. Interestingly, Mia is not only popular in England and the United States, but also in Germany and the Philippines, making it the most
versatile name on the list. Also worth mentioning, it didn't even land on America's radar until the 1950s. If you end up having a darling girl, then Mia is a name you might want to consider. Ad The name Chloe has gained steam with regularity since the 1970s and currently peaks in 2012 as the ninth most popular female name in the US. The name is Greek
origin, which means young green shoot, and is often associated with growth and fertility in antiquity. There are many spellings and variations of the name, depending on where you come from, but the default C-h-l-o-é is how it is generally spelled in the United States. If you want to avoid the Kardashian association, stay away from k. Ad It's the name of the
capital of Wisconsin, a famous avenue in New York City, and the eighth most popular girl's name in the United States. If you guessed Madison, you'll get the prize - or you saw the title of the page. The name Madison was barely even used to a girl's name until 1985, existing almost exclusively as a surname in the late 19th century, and disappeared as a first
name almost entirely for 60 years or so. The exception was to name the boys Madison in the late 19th century through about the 1950s. Some trace the rise in making it a girl's name to the 1984 film Splash, in which actress Daryl Hannah played a mermaid who called herself new York avenue. Ad Keep with the trend of dipping back A few hundred years for
inspiration, Abigail comes in at No. The interesting thing about Abigail is that it was only marginally popular at the end of the 19th century before it almost disappeared for more than 50 years. In the 1980s and 1990s, parents rediscovered the name with vengeance. It is originally a Hebrew name, Avigail, which means father's joy or father rejoices. If your
husband rejoices in the news of a daughter, Abigail can be a good choice for a name. Ad If you're looking for a name that's stood the test of time, then Emily pretty much takes the cake. It was popular in the mid to late 19th century, dipped some to the 1950s, and has been in the top 75 girl names since the 1970s. Latin too eagerly, Emily is believed to have
originally derived from the Roman name, Aemilia. Emily is not only popular in the US, but the UK, Australia and New Zealand, too. If Emily is the name you choose, your daughter will be among famous female writers with Dickinson and Brontë, and a Nobel Laureate in Emily Greene Balch. Advertising Ava, thought to be a variant of the name Eve, is a very
popular name in the UK as well as the US, where it ranks No. 5 on the popularity list. It's no easy place to trace the current popularity of the name, but it came to prominence in the 1950s when actress Ava Gardner was on the silver screen. And like most old-fashioned names, it has become quite popular since the early 1990s. If you choose Ava for your
daughter, know that it means life, flowering or bird-like. Ad Keep with the trend of blowing the dust off older names, Olivia clocks in at No.4 on the list of top 10 girl names from 2011. If you have a flair for the literary, you can not do much better. Rumor has it that William Shakespeare himself published the name Olivia for his play Twelfth Night.. Despite its
impressive origins, the name itself did not become very popular until the 1990s, and has since exploded. Its origin is in Latin, but it can be translated into several different meanings, depending on the language you use. But they all have similar themes, from peace and kind one to olive tree. Advertising Jane Austen used the name Emma Woodhouse as the
title character in her popular 1815 novel. Perhaps because of that book, the name actually reached the 19th century as one of the most popular girl names in the world. Thanks to the trend of using old school names in the new millennium, Emma saw a big comeback after some very low numbers in the 1970s. It didn't hurt its popularity that Ross and Rachel
from Friends also called their little girl Emma. In 2011, it was the third most popular girl's name in the United States. Although you may simply be enchanted by the simplicity of the name, you can be to know that it means all-encompassing in German. Ad Your daughter can join the ranks of Coppolas and Lorens if you choose to go with the second most
popular girl name from 2011, according to the Social Security Administration. The name Sophia was quite popular in the late 19th century in the United States before he died extensively in the 1930s and 40s. But since the early 1990s, this name, which means wisdom in Greek, has grown big time. Ad Any fans of the Twilight book series shouldn't be
surprised to learn that Isabella was the most popular girl's name in 2011. The popular vampire trilogy by author Stephenie Meyer has certainly made quite an impact on the masses, especially considering that Jacob was the most popular boy's name right next to Isabella. This is unfortunate news for Team Edward. Despite its current pop-lit inspiration, the
name is actually a very old romance language moniker, meaning dedicated to God in both Hebrew and Spanish. Naming your daughter Isabella will also add a royal style, as she will share the name with more than a dozen Queens throughout history. HowStuffWorks reports on ChatterBaby, an app developed by a UCLA researcher and mother to take the
guess out of the baby's cry. Emily Greene Balch. March Nobelprize.org, 2012. Http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/peace/laureates/1946/balch-bio.htmlIsabella. March Familyeducation.com 17, 2012. . Familyeducation.com March 17, 2012. baby name. march Ssa.gov, 2012. Baby Name Wizard. Babynamewizard.com march 17, 2012. Baby Name of
2012. Parenting.com March 17, 2012. is old is new: 150 Old fashioned but Trendy Baby Name. March Babyhold.com 17, 2012
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